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 -CD GTA: San Andreas v1.0 [EN] No-CD/Fixed EXE-CD Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas is the 4th game in the Grand Theft Auto series developed by Rockstar North. It was released for the PlayStation 2 on November 19, 2004 in North America. The game is part of the Grand Theft Auto: Liberty City Stories Edition and GTA: San Andreas & Liberty City Stories Bundle for the PlayStation 3 and
PC. Contents show] Story Edit The game begins with an opening movie, set in the year 1993. After the film, the player is greeted by Carl Johnson and enters Liberty City. The player is given the option to start the game at any time, and the first major mission is to retrieve a gold Cartel Express. The player finds his way through the streets of South America on a mission to retrieve the gold shipment. At
the end of the mission the player enters a black SUV. The mission ends with the player exiting the vehicle in a garbage dumpster and jumping to a nearby building ledge. The player is driven through streets of the city and runs over a police officer with a Mercedes. He calls in and two additional officers come to the scene. The first officer calls in a helicopter with four more officers. All of the officers

are in chase vehicles and the player must evade them as well as a helicopter. The player is unable to get away and is later caught and arrested. Inside the police station, the player is bailed out and is told to meet up with a Russian named Boris. The player meets up with Boris at a bar in Little Havana and he gives the player a phone to call his old friend, Vincent. The player enters an apartment to find
Vincent is dead from a gunshot. The player is told by Boris to dispose of Vincent's body and has him pick up the player at the scene. The player drives to a house and calls the police. The player drives to the house and meets a police officer named Travis. He instructs the player to contact the Union to pick up a new driving wheel for the police car. The player enters a house and meets up with a

Unionsman named George. The player tells him about Vincent's death and George offers to let the player drive the union car for $300. The player drives to his house to get the money and gives it to George. The player then drives to meet with another Union member named Sam. The player then arrives 82157476af
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